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The World Fantasy Award winner by the author of the Hyperion Cantos and The World Fantasy Award winner by the author of the Hyperion Cantos and Carrion ComfortCarrion Comfort: An American finds: An American finds

himself encircled by horrors in Calcuttahimself encircled by horrors in Calcutta..
 

Praised by Dean Koontz as “the best novel in the genre I can remember,” Song of Kali follows an American magazine

editor who journeys to the brutally bleak, poverty-stricken Indian city in search of a manuscript by a mysterious

poet—but instead is drawn into an encounter with the cult of Kali, goddess of death.

 

A chilling voyage into the squalor and violence of the human condition, this novel is considered by many to be the

best work by the author of The Terror, who has been showered with accolades, including the Bram Stoker Award, the

International Horror Guild Award, and the Hugo Award.

 

Amazon.com ReviewAmazon.com Review

"O terrible wife of Siva / Your tongue is drinking the blood, / O dark Mother! O unclad Mother." It is remarkable that

prior to writing this first novel, Dan Simmons had spent only two and a half days in Calcutta, a city "too wicked to be

suffered," his narrator says. Fortunately back in print after several years during which it was hard to obtain, this rich,

bizarre novel practically reeks with atmosphere. The story concerns an American poet who travels with his Indian

wife and their baby to Calcutta to pick up an epic poem cycle about the goddess Kali. The Bengali poet who wrote the

poem cycle has disappeared under mysterious circumstances.
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Horror critic Edward Bryant calls Song of Kali "an exactingly constructed, brutal, and uncompromising study of the

degree to which an evil place may permeate and steep all that makes us human" and writes that it embodies "the

stance of a psychologically violent novel about a violent society as a defensible and indisputably moral work of art."

Song of Kali won a World Fantasy Award. --Fiona Webster
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